
 
 
 
 
 

Quarterly Issues/Program Report 
 
 
Following is a list of the treatment of the issues ascertained by WOR Radio, New 
York, NY as the most important to our listening community.  The list of programs 
includes the three month period ending March 31, 2019 and is by no means 
exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or 
significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quarterly Issues/Program Report  
1st Quarter 2019 
 
The following is a list of WOR-AM Programs which aired regularly in all dayparts and which 
consistently addressed the foregoing issues and have continued to do so in the quarter ending 
March 31, 2019.  These programs include the most significant community issues ascertained by 
WOR-AM presented as programs or segments of programs. 
 
Len Berman and Michael Riedel in the Morning: New York media icon Len Berman and veteran 
New York columnist Michael Riedel host a daily show featuring lively discussions with callers and 
guests about today’s top topics, with a particular emphasis on stories impacting the tri-state area.  
Len and Michael are joined in-studio by News Director Joe Bartlett.  “Len Berman and Michael 
Riedel in the Morning” airs Monday through Friday from 6:00am-10am. 
 
The Mark Simone Show: Mark Simone's broadcasts are filled with lively conversation, colorful wit, 
savvy insight into current events, and an insider’s look at the rich, powerful and famous. His 
broadcasts bring you a smooth blend of important issues, interesting stories and blockbuster 
guests. He is one of the most experienced interviewers on the planet. His past guest list is 
staggering and his long history with those famous names often makes for some pretty intimate 
and forthcoming interviews. Mark Simone broadcasts on WOR Monday through Friday 10AM to 
12PM. 
 
The Rush Limbaugh Show:   The Rush Limbaugh Show has helped redefine the political 
landscape.  Before Rush Limbaugh began broadcasting on network radio 15 years ago, political 
talk was often dry, hackneyed, and boring.  Rush Limbaugh's lively, humorous, and just plain fun 
program has rocketed his show to the most listened-to long form program in the history of 
network radio. 
 
The Sean Hannity Show:  Known for his provocative, free-wheeling, passionate commentary on 
politics and the American agenda, Sean Hannity hosts the second most listened-to long form 
program in network radio. 
 
WOR Tonight with Joe Concha and Lis Wiehl:  Best-known for their frequent cable television 
appearances analyzing the news of the day, media expert Joe Concha and best-selling author Lis 
Wiehl team for a daily discussion of the day’s top stories, with particular emphasis on stories that 
impact our local area.  “WOR Tonight with Joe Concha and Lis Wiehl” airs Monday through 
Friday from 6:00pm-9:00pm. 
 
Dave Ramsey Show:  Dave Ramsey, a personal money-management expert, is an extremely 
popular national radio personality, and author of the New York Times best-sellers. He devotes 
himself full time to helping ordinary people understand the forces behind their financial distress 
and how to set things right. Ramsey broadcasts on WOR every Monday through Friday from 
9pm-midnight. 
 
Coast to Coast with George Noory:  Noory captivates program listeners with his discussions of 
paranormal phenomena, time travel, alien abductions, conspiracies and all things curious and 
unexplained. He is driven, he has said, by the desire to solve the great mysteries of our time. 
Coast to Coast with George Noory airs Monday through Saturday from 12am-5am.  
 
First Morning News with Joe Bartlett: Joe Bartlett discusses newsmakers, latest news, weather 
and traffic information from 5am to 6am Monday through Friday from 5am-6am. 
 
The WOR Saturday Morning Show: Recaps what happened during the week, giving listeners an 
opportunity to talk about what's on their minds and to introduce them to some very unique New 
Yorkers. Saturday Morning airs Saturdays from 6am – 7:00am. 
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 WOR Radio airs local news every hour throughout the broadcast day. 
  

 WOR Radio provides comprehensive coverage of all local, state and 
 national elections and primaries including discussions with the candidates 
 about the issues leading up to the primaries and elections, listener call-in 
 opinion and discussion as well as review of platforms, polls and 
 community impact of each case. 
 

 The time and duration of programs listed previously are the regularly 
 scheduled times for each program.  On the occasion of a major breaking 
 story of local, state, national or international importance, regular 
 programming is pre-empted to provide the public with complete coverage 
 of the given event. 
  

 The format of WOR is news/talk. Programs on WOR Radio usually involve 
discussions of more than one subject per day and often vary from caller to 
caller.  The following is a list of programs and coverage of the issues 
ascertained from the community for the period ending March 31, 2019. 
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Issues Ascertained by WOR-AM Radio as Important To The Listening 
Community 
 
 
Period Ending March 31, 2019 
 
Government/Politics: 
*National 
*Local 
 
Health Issues 
 
Consumer 
 
Ethnic/Race 
 
Crime/Drugs 
 
Women/Gender 
 
Finance 
 
Youth 
 
Education 
 
Social 
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Issue  Program  Date  Time   Duration  Description  

Local  Len & Michael 1-7-19  7:23am  3 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discussed the L Train no long being closed for 10 months and how it affect 
those people who have already left the area. Many have since moved out of the area because 
the L train was their only way to work causing property to drop in price.  
 
National Len & Michael 1-7-19  9:54am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel talked about a study that was done by the Gallup Poll that shows that 
Americans want to leave the U.S. 6% more now than they did when Obama was President. The 
highest percentage difference was in woman during the Trump and Obama administrations. The 
study showed an increase of 10% in woman when Trump took office. 
 
Local  Len & Michael 1-9-19  9:26am  1 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel tell the listeners about floating billboards in New York City and how the city 
says it’s illegal. Locals have been complaining about them because of the bright LED lights that 
are displayed. Ballyhoo, the company that sells the ads says that it is legal and they will prove it. 
 
Social  Len & Michael 1-9-19  9:41am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discuss a study that was done by Capital One that says Americans do not feel 
like they are being listened to when they speak. The cause of this is social media and a short 
attention span.  
 
Social  Len & Michael 1-10-19  6:26am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel told listeners about a study in which 78% of U.S. workers live paycheck to 
paycheck. That stat is according to CareerBuilder.com and also says that 81 percent of women 
report living paycheck to paycheck, compared with 75 percent of men. 
 
Social  Len & Michael 1-11-19  9:58am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel talk about a study that says fast sex leads to better relationships. The study 
was done by a team of Israeli psychologists and the University of Rochester Department of 
Clinical and Social Sciences.“Sex may set the stage for deepening the emotional connection 
between strangers,” says the study’s lead author, Gurit Birnbaum. 
 
Politics               Simone              1-22-19               10:40am           10 min  Michael 
Goodwin, journalist for the New York Post and Mark talked about the weekends incredible run 
of fake news. Buzzfeed’s claim that the FBI conducted an investigation on President Trump was 
proven false. And the Native American protester who claimed he was harassed by High School 
kids was also proven false. Both Mark and Michael blame the far left faction of the Democratic 
Party. 
 
Politics                Simone             1-22-19                 11:40am         10 min  Former TV host 
Bill O’Reilly and Mark discussed Bill’s latest book, Killing the SS and how the wacko left of the 
Democratic party is trying to drain their own swamp of Pelosi and Schumer. Both believe that 
they are going too far to the left, thus almost assuring Trump another term. 
 



Politics                Simone             1-23-19                 11:40am          11 min  Best-selling 
Author Ann Coulter and Mark talked about Trump and the Government shut-down. Ann did not 
approve of the compromise. Ann believes that trump should start building the wall. Ann wants 
no amnesty period. Jared Kushner seems to behind the negotiations of the wall compromise. 
 
National Len & Michael 1-28-19  9:45am  1 min  Len Berman 
and Joe Bartlett discussed a story in which an apartment complex in Allentown, PA had their 
residents give a DNA sample of their dogs. The reason for this was if poop was found on the 
street and wasn’t cleaned up the company who owned the complex could find out who the 
culprit was. 
 
National Len & Michael 1-28-19  9:10am  4 min  Len Berman 
and Joe Bartlett talked with Alice Stockton-Rossini who was on location at the Federal Building 
in New York City and spoke with people who are now back to work after the partial government 
shutdown. She had many people say how hard it has been for them coming to work even 
though they are not getting paid. Many of them live check to check so some are no behind on 
bills. 
 
Social  Len & Michael 1-28-19  9:40am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Joe Bartlett told listeners about a story out of Tennessee in which lawmakers want to 
enforce a dress code on parents. State representative Antonio Parkinson said that after talking 
with school leaders, educators and other constituents, he'd heard enough "horror stories" about 
the way adults dress and behave when they visit Tennessee public schools, that it was time to 
give them their own set of rules. 
 
Politics                Simone             1-29-19                 11:40am          10 min  Bill O’Reilly and 
Mark talked about the 20 democrats who are supposedly running for President in 2020. Bill also 
talked about the times he interviewed 3 Presidents before the Super bowl. President trump will 
be interviewed by CBS news before this year’s Super Bowl. 
 
Politics                Simone             1-29-19                 10:40am           9 min  Radio host 
Howie Carr and Mark talked about former CEO of Starbucks Schultz and Former NYC mayor 
Bloomberg entering the race for President. Both Howie and Mark believe the billionaires are to 
out of touch to relate to the voting public. They also discussed how far left candidates Harris and 
Warren are scaring the voters with their progressive ideas. 
 
Social  Len & Michael 1-30-19  6:24am  3 min  Len Berman 
and Joe Bartlett spoke with Ray Stagich our WOR Weather Channel Meteorologist about the 
polar vortex that will be hitting the area tomorrow. Temperatures are expected to be below 10 
degrees. Listeners are told to dress as warm as possible if you are going outside for anything 
during the cold. 
 
Social   Len & Michael 1-31-19  7:54am  3 min  Len Berman 
and Joe Bartlett talked with Alice Stockton-Rossini who was on the street talking with New 
Yorkers about the cold. We found out that the NYPD was letting the homeless stay in the 
subway longer than normal.  
 



Social  Len & Michael 1-31-19  8:58am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Joe Bartlett discussed a story in which Empire actor Jussie Smollett was attacked in Chicago. 
We learned that he was beaten up because of his sexuality. According to reports the men who 
attacked him had MAGA hats on and yelled racial and insensitive things at him. Police say they 
have persons of interest and are looking to the public for help. 
 
Politics                Simone             1-31-19                 11:40am           9 min  Pollster John 
McLaughlin and Mark discuss the latest poll numbers the ‘Fake News’ has put out concerning 
President Trump. The honest polls show that the President has remained very popular with his 
base and his numbers continue to be steady. Both mark and John say the Fake Polls achieve the 
down Trump numbers by unfairly keeping the number of republicans in the poll down. 
 
National Len & Michael 2-1-19  7:38am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Joe Bartlett discussed with listeners how this month is Heart Month and today is Red Day. 
Today is National Wear Red Day to raise awareness about women and heart disease. Encourage 
everyone in your community to wear red on February 1, 2019.  
 
Politics                 Simone                2-4-19                10:40am            9 min  Journalist 
Michael Goodwin and mark discussed President Trump’s decision to keep troops in Iraq, just 
weeks after he said he would remove them. Trump’s decision to call a national Emergency to 
build his wall gets a push back from key Republicans.  
 
Politics                 Simone                2-5-19                 10:40am           10 min  Former radio 
host Lionel and Mark talk about what they exspect to hear in the State Of the Union address 
tonight. Virginia Gov. Northum showing up in a picture wearing Blackface. And trump’s 
inaugural committee gets subpoenaed for suspicion of taking donations from foreign leaders. 
 
Health  Len & Michael 2-7-19  7:58am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discussed how actress Susan Lucci had 90% blockage in her heart's main 
artery, which doctors call “the widow maker,” and 70 percent blockage in another branch. 
“Ninety percent blockage — I was shocked,” Lucci said. 
 
Health  Len & Michael 2-12-19  6:30am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel spoke with Joe Bartlett about a study that says 3 in 10 think getting the flu 
show is a conspiracy. Another stat is that half of the people in the study think it doesn't work. 
 
Politics                 Simone               2-14-19              10:40am              10 min       Radio Host and 
writer Joe Concha and Mark talked about  the congressional vote that has 1.4 billion dollars set 
aside for President Trumps Wall. They also discussed Trump’s plan to ask South Korea to pay an 
additional 500 million dollars for US troops to stay on as a security force. 
 
Health  Len & Michael 2-15-19  6:57am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel spoke about a study that shows that having two or more soft drinks a day 
could lead to a high risk of a stroke. Drinking two or more of any kind of artificially sweetened 
drinks a day is linked to an increased risk of clot-based strokes, heart attacks and early death in 
women over 50, according to a new study by the American Heart Association and American 
Stroke Association. Drinking water is the best. 
 



Health  Len & Michael 2-15-19  6:57am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discussed a report released by the American Cancer Society Cancer Action 
Network which said that more than 40,000 people are diagnosed with cancer each year in New 
York City. "Nearly every New Yorker from every neighborhood has been touched by cancer in 
some way," said Michael Davoli, director of Metro New York government relations. 
 
Youth  Len & Michael 2-15-19  8:57am  3 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel spoke with Bob Pape our Charitybuzz winner who works with a charity called 
Little Sisters of the Poor. They contribute to the Culture of Life by nurturing communities where 
each person is valued, the solidarity of the human family and the wisdom of age are celebrated, 
and the compassionate love of Christ is shared with all. 
 
Health  Len & Michael 2-20-19  9:08am  1 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discussed some research that was carried out by a team of scientists at the 
Save Our Seas Foundation Shark Research Centre at Nova Southeastern University in Florida. 
They found out that after mapping great whites sharks' DNA it revealed "mutations" that 
protect the animals against cancer and other illnesses. Scientists hope more research could help 
apply the findings to treating age-related illnesses in humans. 
 
Politics                 Simone               2-22-19               10:40am             9 min  Radio Host 
Howie Carr and Mark  talk Jussie Smollette . The empire actor is accused of lying about his 
Chicago attack. Smolette paid two members of the shows crew to stage the attack paying the 
men 3,500 dollars 
 
Local  Len & Michael 2-25-19  8:30am  1 min  Michael Riedel, 
Mike Bower and our newsman Jeff Mckinney spoke about Governor Andrew Cuomo being 
joined by House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to sign the Red Flag Gun Protection Bill. The measure 
helps prevent people who show signs of being a threat to themselves or others from buying or 
possessing a firearm. 
 
Local  Len & Michael 2-26-19  9:42am  3 min  Michael Riedel 
and Joe Bartlett discussed a poll done by Monmouth University that discovered that the quality 
of life in New Jersey is at a record low. Reasons include high taxes, corrupt government, too 
many towns, and schools systems in some areas being poor. 
 
Politics                Simone               2-27-19                11:40am             10 min  Best Selling 
Author Ann Coulter and mark discussed Ann’s growing attacks on president Trump’s inability to 
deliver on the main campaign promise that got him elected..building a border wall between USA 
and Mexico. Ann Coulter and Mark talk about her radio interview where she says that the only 
national emergency is that our President is an idiot. 
 
Local  Len & Michael  2-28-19  6:24am  2 min  Michael Riedel 
and Joe Bartlett discussed a story in which a driver who caused a deadly crash by trying to go 
around a lowered railroad gate on Long Island because the driver was fleeing the scene of an 
earlier crash. The driver and everyone in the car passed because they were hit by an oncoming 
train. 
 



Health  Len & Michael 2-28-19  6:27am  1 min  Michael Riedel 
and Joe Bartlett talk about a player on the New York Mets named Brandon Nimmo who got sick 
when he didn’t cook his chicken long enough. “He cooked some chicken and didn’t know how to 
cook, so he was throwing up all night,” said Mets Manager Mikey Callaway said. “We have to 
teach him how to cook so he doesn’t miss any more games.” 
 
Health  Len & Michael 3-4-19    8:54am  3 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discussed a study that was done by Southern California University that said 
smartphones are not good for you health. They cause anxiety and a rising heart rate. The study 
showed that the average person checks their phone 47 times a day. 
 
Health  Len & Michael 3-7-19  6:13am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discussed the early warning signs of pancreatic cancer after hearing about 
Jeopardy host Alex Trebek having this form of cancer. Some warning signs include back pain, 
Weight loss and poor appetite, Nausea and vomiting.  
 
Health  Len & Michael 3-7-19  9:08am  8 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel spoke with Dr. Jennifer Ashton about pancreatic cancer and how it is being 
treated. Cemo is the answer and we found out that their is over 1,000 trials that are going on 
right now that will help in curing and treating this form of cancer. 
 
Women/Gender Len & Michael 3-8-19   8:40am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel talk about it being International Women’s Day and what it means. It is a call-
to-action for driving gender balance across the world. Gender balance is essential for economies 
and communities to thrive. 
 
Local                    Simone                3-11-19              10:40am              10 min  Michael 
Goodwin and Mark talk about Mayor de Blasio and all the democrats. Joe Biden will not be the 
2020 democratic candidate according to Michael Goodwin. Mark thinks NYC may go bankrupt, 
Michael Goodwin thinks the NYC economy will take a hit, but not bad enough for bankruptcy. 
 
Economy              Simone               3-11-19              11:40am              9 min   Jake Novak 
from CNBC talked with Mark about the trickle up economy. Stores like target and Walmart are 
seeing business picking up because the middle class has more money to spend because of the 
increase in wages and jobs. 
 
National                Simone              3-12-19               11:40am              9 min  Bill O’Reilly 
And Mark talk about AOC taking over the socialist democratic party. Mark thinks AOC is here to 
drain the democratic swamp. O’Reilly believes that Biden will run for president and choose 
Kamilla Harris as his VP running mate. 
 
National              Simone                3-13-19                11:40am            10 min  Ann Coulter 
and Mark discussed all the hate mail she’s received lately because of her attacks on President 
Trump.  Ann and Mark also talked about the recent allegations against celebrities who lied and 
cheated too get their children into prestigious colleges.  
 
Health  Len & Michael 3-15-19  7:10am  3 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel spoke with Joe Bartlett about a charity event that he will be hosting for St. 



Baldrick's Foundation. Their goal is to fight childhood cancer. Two-thirds of children treated for 
childhood cancer will suffer long-term effects from treatment including loss of hearing and sight, 
heart disease, secondary cancers, learning disabilities, infertility and more. 
 
Consumer             Simone            3-15-19               11:40am             9 min  Fox Business 
contributor Charlie Gasparino and Mark discussed what the effect the grounding of the Boeing 
air planes will do to the stock prices. They also talked about the advances that President Trump 
has made with trade agreements in China. 
 
Health  Len & Michael 3-18-19  6:56am  2 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel discuss a new study that says taking an aspirin a day is no longer helpful. The 
study looked at 1,326 NSAID users and found that about 15 percent of them exceeded the 
maximum recommended daily dose. 
 
Politics               Simone                3-18-19               10:40am             10 min  Michael 
Goodwin and mark talk about the Beto O’Rourke decision to run for President. Beto lost a tight 
race to Ted Cruz in Texas. They also spoke about Kristen Gillibrand and Mayor Bill de Blasio 
getting into the Presidential race. 
 
National            Simone              3-20-19                   11:40am            10 min  Greg Kelly, 
former News Anchor Good Day New York.  Mark and Greg talk about the FAA’s delay  in 
grounding the Boeing  737 Max Jets. Greg, who was a Marine Fighter pilot said the issues are 
coming from inexperienced pilots. 
 
Local  Len & Michael 3-21-19  6:44am  3 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel talk about a new poll that says New Yorkers say that it is way too expensive 
to live in New York. More than ⅓ of New Yorkers are saying that they can’t afford to live here. 
That’s 41 percent of city dwellers who say they can’t cope with New York’s high cost of living, 
according to a Quinnipiac poll. 
 
Health  Len & Michael 3-21-19  9:40am  4 min  Len Berman 
and Michael Riedel spoke with Dr. Jennifer Ashton about how people who drink hot tea could be 
increasing their risk of esophageal cancer, according to a new study.  Researchers found that tea 
drinkers who liked their beverage to be warmer than 140 degrees Fahrenheit and consumed 
more two large cups a day had a 90% higher risk of esophageal cancer, when compared to those 
who drank less tea and at cooler temperatures. 
 
 


